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Product Catalog Part 1 - Schema Design

This post is part of the Product Catalog MongoDB Series, in which we will cover many aspects of building a Product. Here's how we use MongoDB at Buffer to power our metrics framework and help us When I started designing our schema, I quickly found that we needed MongoDB.

Participated recently in two projects with MongoDB. The first, a relatively large base, with millions of temporal series documents.

Introduction.

One of the questions that come up very often from new users of MongoDB and document databases is how to do schema design. The concepts. MongoDB schemaless design is attractive but it comes with several tradeoffs. On the bright side this allows developers to easily modify the schema of their. For users, I think your current schema is fine. Keeping multiple addresses, phone numbers, and email addresses in arrays is good because there.

Denormalize or not? MongoDB or not? How do you design an authentication & authorization schema and build a solution with Spring Boot and Spring Security.

I am building an app which allows users to do some “tasks” to earn points. The “tasks” are part of a “campaign” which themselves are a part of “brands”.

Kick off MongoDB World on the right foot by adding on one of our of the document model in MongoDB through a series of schema design exercises.

Mongodb schema design for swipe card style application What would be the good approach to design following swipe card style app with skip functionality?
An administration tool for managing, querying, editing, visualizing, designing and reporting on MongoDB. More Info MongoDB schema inference. More Info. Christiano Anderson, an experienced developer with strong knowledge in MongoDB, comments on two projects involving the better use of its Schema Design. The bad news is that schema design totally depends on the kind of application you're going to build, 6 Rules of Thumb for MongoDB Schema Design: Part 1 At MongoDBWorld, my colleague Darren Wood and I gave three I get a lot of questions about schema design, and social data is both popular and very doable. Introduction to MongoDB and schema design for common situations: dos and don'ts. Presented in NoSql night on Kuala Lumpur, January 2015. I would create collections dedicated to tasks and responses. It will require you to write some 'relational plumbing' logic on the server-side. That's. Data Base Design: Data in MongoDB has a flexible schema. Unlike RDBMS databases, where you must determine and declare a table's schema.